
A Bunch 1811 

Chapter 1811: “You don’t trust me, but I can only trust you… ‘h 

 

The voice was ruthless and cold, and its strength was also extremely exaggerated. Such a slender and 

weak body suddenly erupted, and it actually used brute force to push Ba lie to the ground! 

With a loud bang, a dent was created on the entire ground. Ba Lie’s face was even deformed from the 

impact, and the teeth in his entire mouth were shaken off, and he spat out large mouthfuls of blood! 

The terrifying momentum and power only left everyone dumbstruck! 

After the black priest invited the evil God to possess him, there were actually quite a few examples of his 

strength increasing explosively. However, his opponent was Ba lie, the number one seed of the five 

veteran academies of the Divine Arcana Academy. In terms of brute force, he was ranked in the top 

three in the entire interstellar fellowship all year round, he was actually suppressed by such brute force 

without any counter-attacks. Wasn’t this newcomer from the Night Shade Academy a little too 

exaggerated? 

In the distance, Feng Doudou’s pupils constricted. This strength was comparable to Pu Yunchuan’s! 

 

“Tura, Retreat! l” 

Without any hesitation, Arthas hurriedly transmitted his voice to Tura, asking him to retreat quickly! 

Tura also did not hesitate and immediately withdrew and retreated! 

Without any judgment, he knew that this fellow was definitely not someone that he and Carmen could 

win against! 

As Tura retreated, Carmen also retreated hurriedly. And just as these two aces retreated, the demonized 

purple moon turned into a black light and chased after them! 

The two people’s expressions tensed up. Just as they were about to defend themselves, they realized 

that the other party seemed to completely ignore the two of them. Instead, it turned into a black light 

and directly pounced toward the other person! 

It was Helana, who had transferred from the Night Shade clan! 

The process happened too quickly. Everyone, including Arthas, did not manage to react in time. Other 

than the other party’s extraordinary strength and speed, no one else would have thought that the other 

party would take the initiative to attack their own sister! 

Although the two of them looked like enemies just now, their motives were not sufficient! 

Whoosh! ! 

Helan Nana’s face was pale. As she kept retreating, at the critical moment, the only person who could 

react in time made a move! 



A stream-like sword light suddenly appeared next to Nana and directly clashed with Zi Yue’s monstrous 

power. The incomparably gentle sword momentum completely wrapped zi Yue’s power within, it even 

wrapped zi Yue’s entire body within! 

Zi Yue let out a sharp cry. A powerful qi and blood burst forth and directly scattered this incomparably 

gentle power. Just as she was about to move, the next wave of water power quickly connected as if it 

was an endless stream. It only made Zi Yue lose her temper for a while! 

Seeing this, Arthas and the others immediately heaved a sigh of relief! 

Fortunately, they also had a super rookie, otherwise, they really didn’t know what to do! 

Then, they said to the equipment hand behind them, “Activate the device, be ready to support at any 

time! ” 

Several high school teams all began to activate the device as instructed! 

Seeing this, Zi Yue was anxious in her heart, but she was completely entangled by Feng Dou’s strange 

sword momentum. No matter how she burst out, she couldn’t escape from the other party’s control! 

In the end… It wasn’t her own strength! 

At this moment, Feng Doudou, who was entangled with Purple Moon, was a little confused! 

To be honest, it was easier than he had imagined! 

Although this woman had the strength of Pu Yunchuan, her control was very average. Her ability to 

grasp the timing wasn’t even as good as Wang Goudan, who relied on his talent the most, it felt a little 

like those rookies in the base who had just become Green Titan! 

The sudden increase in strength made him feel extremely uncomfortable, and his ability to display his 

strength was extremely limited… 

But that shouldn’t be the case! 

Regardless of whether it was the undead or the doggie behind him, the level of the fellow he had faced 

previously was far above that of the previous owner, especially doggie. It was as if he had been 

completely dug out, and his combat strength had increased by at least one fold, if he were to fight 

alone, he would probably die in a single exchange! 

Why did it feel like..? … He was so weak? 

“I’m not one of the three spies that the undead mentioned! “Purple Moon had no choice but to send a 

voice transmission to Feng Doudou. 

“If you say you’re not one, then you’re not one?”Feng Doudou didn’t know why, but he also replied with 

a voice transmission. 

To be honest, she didn’t know why, but she had only met the other party once, but for some reason, she 

felt that the other party’s words might not be fake… However, the other party was indeed very 

suspicious. The sudden burst of power from his body and that cold temperament were exactly the same 

as Wang Goudan’s body from before. They were both cold and penetrating. It couldn’t be wrong… 



“Would you believe me if I said that everything about me is a coincidence?” Purple Moon said faintly. 

“Coincidence? What do you mean?”Feng Doudou frowned. 

“The nature of my power, the black priest profession, the nightmare medium profession, everything that 

fits the best suspect at the moment is a coincidence! ” 

“Huh?”Feng Doudou was stunned. “Your profession? Didn’t you choose it yourself?” 

‘I didn’t…” 

Purple Moon narrowed her eyes and opened her mouth, not knowing what to say. 

It did sound a little strange, because her life wasn’t up to her. When she was young, her parents were 

gone, and she was taken over by the main family. Because of her outstanding talent, she was quickly 

taken over by the main family, she even jumped over the original direct descendant, Helan Nana, and 

became the next head of the Helan Family! 

It was so dreamy that it felt like the life of a main character! 

In the past, she had never felt that there was anything wrong with it. Although she had also felt that it 

had gone too smoothly, she had never doubted it that much… 

But now, she was starting to doubt it… 

There was no problem with her direction. The Helan Family’s priestess was originally the black priestess, 

and her totem was fine. As one of the Seven Great Evil Gods of the ancient times, the Nightmare Lord 

was considered an authentic evil god. Raising the nightmare Lord Totem was the choice of many black 

priestess families, after all, compared to those random evil gods, the foundation of the Seven Great Evil 

Gods was still a little more authentic. 

Although it was not an absolutely authentic ancient nightmare lord… 

But ever since she was affected by the black curtain and enveloped by the power of the ancient 

Nightmare Lord, she felt that there was something wrong! 

She had indeed lied. Her totem had not been taken away, but strengthened. It seemed to be a kind of 

uncontrollable strengthening, but she did not dare to say that, because she had said that in this strange 

black curtain barrier… She would definitely be feared by the people around her… … 

But no matter how careful she was, no matter how hard she tried to hide it, the atmosphere of 

suspicion would always lead to her, step by step, as if she had planned it! 

Zi Yue took a deep breath. There was one thing that she could not figure out. If she had planned it from 

the beginning, then she should have started when she had chosen the totem. But at that time, the one 

who had advised her to choose the nightmare totem.., was the head of the Helan family, Helan Nana’s 

biological father! 

It shouldn’t be… 

That was why she would make a move on Nana. She wanted to confirm a thought in her heart… 



But now, it seemed like it would not work… 

Looking at the airtight flowing water sword in the sky, Zi Yue knew that with this family in front of her, it 

would be impossible for her to find the truth on her own… … 

Sighing, Purple Moon stopped struggling and reached her hand into her heart, slowly taking out a black 

crystal! 

“This is… ” 

Everyone, including Feng Doudou, was stunned. This guy… … Why did he take out his mind core? 

A spirit-type lifeform, the mind core was like a warrior’s heart, it was the central system that maintained 

the circulation of a large amount of mental energy. By exposing it like this, was he trying to lure her to 

attack the core? 

Wasn’t this too obvious? 

“You don’t trust me… But I can only choose to trust you… “purple moon smiled at Feng Doudou… .. 

“What do you mean? “Feng Doudou frowned. He was about to ask again, but he heard a bang.. Then, he 

was dumbstruck as he watched the other party his spirit core with his bare hands! 

Chapter 1812: Unexpected! 

 

“This… 

Everyone was stunned for a moment. They hadn’t expected the other party to do such a thing at this 

crucial moment! 

Even though BA lie had said that he wanted the other party to destroy his own core and how he would 

compensate Yun Yun, everyone knew that it wouldn’t be easy! 

The core of a spirit-type lifeform was naturally formed, and it was the natural crystal that was most 

compatible with one’s body. Once it was damaged, no matter how one tried to repair it the day after, it 

would still be difficult for it to compare to what it had been before, even if it was made from top-tier 

materials. 

The difficulty of an artificial core entering star-grade was more than twice that of an innate core. One 

had to know that star-grade was a huge threshold for all lifeforms. If one crossed it, one’s lifespan would 

be counted as an era, but if one didn’t cross it.., after all, it was just a mortal body. 

 

With Helan Ziyue’s talent, if nothing unexpected happened, she would definitely become a star-grade 

powerhouse. Destroying her core was equivalent to destroying her future. It was probably not any 

easier than taking her life. 

He never thought that the other party would be so straightforward… 



The key was that the other party did this without any warning. Feng Dou didn’t have time to retract his 

sword aura. Moreover, he didn’t know if the other party did it on purpose or not. He chose the moment 

when his sword aura was about to be triggered! ! 

Subconsciously, Feng Dou took the initiative and turned his left hand. The icy blue sword that the Red 

Lotus clan guy had lost to her earlier instantly appeared in his hand. He immediately slashed at he Ian Zi 

Yue with a cold light! 

The incomparably sharp sword light cut Helan Ziyue in half before the water current sword could reach 

her! 

Everyone’s eyes widened when they saw this. They saw Helan Ziyue, who had been cut in half, smile 

gratefully. Her cracked lips seemed to be mumbling something, and then with a bang, she turned into 

dust! 

“Dead… dead?”Ba lie looked at him with a somewhat dry expression. He had no teeth, and with just one 

sentence, a large amount of blood and saliva flowed out! 

“Why? “Alston was immediately puzzled. He rubbed his chin and looked at the dust in the sky. His brows 

were tightly furrowed, clearly unable to understand… 

The other party clearly hadn ‘t reached that stage… 

“Perhaps… he knows that he doesn’t have a chance of winning… “Carmen explained with some 

hesitation. 

Hearing this explanation, everyone was slightly dazed. Although it sounded a little forced, it still made 

sense… … 

That Feng Doudou was obviously stronger than his opponent, and there were so many ace captains 

supporting him. Although his strength was surprising, it didn’t seem like he had much of a chance of 

winning… … 

However, when everyone thought this way, Feng Doudou seemed to come to a sudden realization… … 

She didn’t think so! 

Her family knew about her family’s matters. If it was in the beginning, she was indeed confident of 

winning, but it was different just now. Her physical strength was already almost there. That Undead’s 

sword stance was very useful, and its weakness was also very obvious. It consumed a lot of energy.., no 

matter if it was physical strength or energy! 

After a few more battles, Feng Doudou had used this sword stance frequently, and her physical strength 

had long been exhausted. If she hadn’t been able to take down her opponent in the last move, she 

would have slowly fallen into a disadvantage, so the outcome… ” In her opinion, it was at most 50-50! 

But her opponent had stopped fighting. This feeling was a little… ” 

Something was wrong. The key was, what did she mean by that last sentence? 

“Right, did she say something at the end?”Arthas walked over and asked Feng Doudou curiously. 



The other party had opened her mouth just now, but it was obvious that she couldn’t hear anything. 

Furthermore, the shape of her lips was strange, and her words were too round. It was unlike any other 

mainstream civilization language that Arthas knew… “…”. 

Feng Doudou didn’t pay attention to the other party. Instead, she stared blankly at the place where the 

Purple Moon had disappeared. Her face was full of sudden realization, as if she had experienced 

something incredible. 

“It seems that you don’t know either… “Arthas sighed, and then shook his head… … 

“I said it… “Feng Doudou suddenly replied like a machine. 

“You said it? “Arthas’expression changed, and he quickly asked, “What did you say? 

But when he asked again, he didn’t reply. Feng Doudou still had that dazed look on his face, and it made 

him extremely anxious! 

“Hey, I say, now is the critical moment. Let’s not waste time in a daze, okay? “Ba lie said unhappily. 

If it were any other time, he would have asked him, but this guy’s strength didn’t allow him to do so… 

“She said… “finally, Feng Doudou opened his mouth and said, enunciating each word, Run… while you 

still have strength…” 

These words stunned everyone, and for a moment, they were baffled! 

“What does this mean?” Carmen said with a frown. 

“Ha… “ba lie laughed coldly and spat out a mouthful of blood. “What else can it mean? It’s a taunt, 

telling us to run quickly, or else we won’t make it in time?” 

“Is it so… Cliché?”Jian from Spark Academy couldn’t help but frown. Everyone slowly came back to their 

senses, their faces filled with doubt. 

They felt that… it was too simple… 

“Cabbage?” 

Just as the atmosphere was getting anxious, a female elf from the Starry Sky Academy’s voice suddenly 

came from behind! 

Everyone, including Feng Doudou, hurriedly looked over! 

After all, the reason why they wanted to force purple moon to death was because they were afraid that 

purple moon would really be able to control the cabbage in the end… 

Now That Zi Yue was dead, if his previous suspicions were correct, then… 

“Bai Cai?” 

At this time, Bai Cai completely stopped what he was doing and stared blankly at Grandpa Lu. Everyone 

held their breaths and didn’t dare to move! 



However, those with slightly better eyesight were pleasantly surprised to find that the originally 

terrifying scarlet color in Bai Cai’s eyes had disappeared without them noticing. It had returned to its 

original color… … That Jade Green that made people feel extremely at ease… … 

“Bai Cai?”Feng Doudou quickly walked over. “Are You Alright?” 

“Bai Cai turned his head around and cried in grievance when he saw Feng Doudou. “Doudou… Grandpa 

is dead! ! !” 

Everyone immediately heaved a sigh of relief! 

Although the other party looked extremely pitiful at this moment, it made everyone feel at ease. Being 

able to accept reality clearly meant that the other party’s current state of mind was normal! 

It seemed like… ! … their previous suspicions weren’t wrong. That Helan Zirai was the controller of the 

evil God’s Nightmare! 

“Bok Choy… It’s alright… “Arthas slowly approached with a gentle expression. It was obvious that he 

wanted Bok Choy to calm down even more… … 

The surrounding elf teammates also approached him, but the strange thing was that Feng Doudou, who 

was supposed to be the closest to Bok Choy, didn’t approach him! 

Something’s wrong… 

Feng Doudou looked at the Crying Bai Cai. For some reason, he didn’t approach him… . 

She could clearly feel an inexplicable unsettling aura from BAI CAI! 

If it was just this aura, it wouldn’t be like this. The most important thing was that Feng Doudou clearly 

remembered that Helan Zirai… … The last thing she said to him… . . 

Yes, to myself, and not to the mockery of Barry’s mouth. 

“Run… While you still have strength…” 

That word, the word is round, Feng Doudou has not heard any similar language, this language, Pm afraid 

only their own or together with the players understand. 

Because… … What they finally said:.. Hey! It’s Huazhong! Oh! Oh! 

Chapter 1813: Resurrection? 

 

Ysera had said that the Huazhong language on Planet D was very unique. Whether it was words or 

pronunciation, it gave it a very unique feeling. It had traveled through the starry universe for countless 

eras and seen countless civilizations… But it had never seen such a unique language… 

Therefore, Ysera had once told them that if there were some difficult times when they could not 

transmit sound, they could consider using the Huazhong language as a means of transmitting 

information, that was because seer had yet to upload the Chinese language into the language database. 

Even the most knowledgeable philologist would not be able to recognize the words that were written! 



Feng Doudou thought back to Ysera’s words in a daze, constantly thinking of a reason to explain what 

had just happened… 

Could it be a secret speech technique? 

The so-called secret speech technique was a communication technique invented by high-level spiritual 

lifeforms. It used the spiritual force to adjust the frequency, allowing them to communicate with each 

other completely under the same spiritual fluctuation. 

 

When Pu Yunchuan and his group had first followed Seer Lord to the federation and met his sister 

Nicole, the other party had used this technique to communicate. 

However, Feng Doudou immediately shook his head. She was extremely interested in this secret speech 

technique after hearing it, so after coming to the bronze academy, she had already learned about this 

technique. She was certain that just now… ” …”. It was definitely not a secret speech technique! 

The secret speech technique was a secret technique that regulated the mental energy channel and 

allowed the two to communicate in the same channel. In reality, it relied on radio waves to 

communicate, not language. When the two communicated through the radio waves, one would feel that 

the other party was speaking the language that one was most familiar with. 

If there really was a technique that allowed one to instantly learn the other party’s language, the 

Federation wouldn’t have gone through so much trouble to create a language library… … 

The situation just now was obviously different, because the other party didn’t make a sound at all. Feng 

Doudou was judging what the other party was saying by the shape of his lips! 

Or perhaps… … I was mistaken? The other party was actually speaking another language, but perhaps 

the shape of his lips was more similar, so I misunderstood? 

All sorts of doubts surged up in her heart, but for some reason, she began to believe the other party’s 

words more and more. 

Because as she carefully recalled, she suddenly realized that he Ian Zi Yue’s appearance was also very 

familiar… … 

That’s right, why did she feel a sense of familiarity towards that fellow from the start? Why did she 

subconsciously want to believe him when he said that she was innocent? 

Because she had neglected it. When she saw him, that incomparably familiar feeling… … 

Yes, it was the outline! ! 

After all the players, especially the players from central China, changed their bloodline, although their 

appearance had changed greatly, the outline in their bones could be vaguely seen. Therefore, in the five 

big cities, many people could tell at a glance.., who was a player from central China, and who was a 

player from Europe and America! 

Because the outline was very different! 



He Lan Zi Yue… was a player from central China! ! ! ! 

“Sob… Grandpa…” 

Just as Feng Doudou came to a sudden realization, Bai Cai’s crying interrupted her again. She looked 

over as if she had just woken up and looked at Bai Cai nervously! 

At this moment, Bai Cai’s posture, pupils, and emotions seemed to be exactly the same as the guy she 

knew in the past. There was nothing wrong with him. 

But what was that inexplicable sense of unease? 

Helan Ziyue’s last sentence was definitely not a taunt… ”      . It was a warning to him! 

Why did she tell him to run? What was going on? 

(‘Wuwu! ” 

Just as Feng Doudou was racking his brains and couldn’t figure it out, Bai Cai’s cries became louder and 

louder. From the weak cries at the beginning, it slowly became a little noisy… … 

“Bai Cai, don’t cry anymore… “Arthas sighed. “Let’s tidy up first…” 

“Wah, Grandpa! !”Bai Cai cried even louder! 

“Hey, are you done?”Ba lie couldn’t help but glare at her. His already deformed face looked extremely 

ferocious when he stared at her… . 

Bai Cai completely ignored her and cried even louder. The strange thing was that as she cried even 

louder, the surrounding elements seemed to increase! 

At this moment, everyone finally realized that something was not right. They stood up one after another 

and looked at their surroundings. Then, they were shocked to find that there were already so many 

elemental spirits around them? 

Looking at so many elemental spirits, everyone couldn’t help but swallow their saliva. In the ancient 

lands, with such a high concentration of elemental spirits, once chaos broke out, even a star-ranked big 

shot would have to eat a pot of good food, right? 

“Bai… Cabbage? “Arthas’face turned pale. “Calm down! ” 

“Wah! ! “Cabbage acted as if it didn’t hear anything and cried even louder. Then, the spirits that filled 

the sky suddenly gathered above cabbage, forming a natural tactical array that no one understood! 

“Retreat!” 

Arthas quickly shouted! 

Everyone quickly retreated to Feng Doudou’s position and looked at Bai Cai with vigilance! 

“What is this?”carmen looked at the tactical array in the sky and asked. 

(‘I don’t know…” Arthas shook his head. As a priest of a big family, his research on runes was no less 

than that of other arcanists of the same level, but he had never seen such a tactical array! 



Feng Doudou frowned and looked at the sky with a puzzled expression. 

There was an extremely uneasy aura on the side of the cabbage, but this spell didn’t have it. On the 

contrary… ” …”. This spell gave people an extremely peaceful aura! 

Something is coming out! ” 

Someone in the team suddenly shouted! 

Everyone quickly looked over, and then they saw a tall figure with a pair of black and white wings slowly 

flying out of the huge spell matrix! 

Arthas looked at the sky in a daze. That incomparably handsome figure looked like an elf, but it didn’t 

look like one. The main reason was that it was too pure, so pure that he couldn’t tell which race it was 

from! 

Feng Doudou could recognize that this winged elf. The white part on the left was clearly a wood elf, and 

the black part on the right…      ! It was obviously a moon elf! 

The huge image of the elf slowly descended amidst the cries of Bai Cai. Its hands held Grandpa’s body as 

if it was holding grandpa in its transparent hands, then, an extremely pure energy shrouded grandpa 

with a hazy light! 

Everyone fell silent for a second. They stared at the light with infatuation, unable to regain their senses 

for a long time! 

After an unknown amount of time, Feng Doudou was the first to wake up. He quickly looked over! 

The huge black and white fairy was gone, leaving Bai Cai Hugging Grandpa Lu and sobbing… … 

As Feng Doudou woke up, the others also slowly woke up. They looked over in surprise because they 

could clearly see that Phoenix, who was already dead, was now… ” He opened his eyes! 

“Don’t Cry… “his grandfather looked at Bai Cai with a smile. “You’re already alive, why are you still 

crying?” 

“You scared me to death! ! ! “Bai Cai hugged his grandfather and sobbed. 

“Good girl… It’s okay… It’s okay… “his grandfather said gently. 

This scene looked extremely warm, but when Feng Doudou heard these words, he stared fixedly at 

Grandpa Lu, who had already come back to life! 

“Eh? You really saved him?”Amanda from Spark Academy curled her lips. 

“He’s really lucky… ” 

“Shut up… “Carmen glared at him. What time was it? This guy… … 

Unable to be bothered to reprimand Amanda, Carmen looked at his grandfather with joy. “Wei, are you 

okay?” 



Faced with Carmen’s extremely concerned question, his grandfather acted as if he didn’t hear it and 

continued to Pat Bai Cai’s back with his wings. 

“Grandpa… I’m Sleepy… “Bai Cai said weakly. 

“If you’re sleepy, then go to sleep… “Grandpa patted Bai Cai’s back gently. 

“With me around, nothing will happen…” 

“En…”Bai Cai slowly closed his eyes when he heard that, and a relaxed smile slowly appeared on his 

tear-stained face… … 

“You can’t Sleep! ! ! “Beside him. ..! The elf closest to him suddenly reacted and tried to stop him! 

“Don’t go over! “Feng Doudou shouted. 

However, it was too late! 

A red flame shot into the sky and enveloped the female elf. The sudden change made everyone unable 

to react at all, and they watched in a daze. After a moment, the flame dissipated, and everyone was 

shocked to see.., the beautiful and elegant Elf from a moment ago had now turned into a completely 

dried up corpse! 

“Shh… “Grandpa Lu turned his head and finally looked over. An extremely demonic smile appeared on 

the incomparably beautiful Phoenix’s face… … “Lower Your Voice, Don’t disturb the little girl’s beautiful 

dream….” 

Chapter 1814: unique? That might not be 

true! 

 

“Emin…” 

Tura stared blankly at the beautiful little girl he had been looking at since she entered school. She had 

been roasted into a dried corpse in front of his eyes, and her beautiful starry eyes were instantly filled 

with blood! 

She was just about to take a step forward when she was firmly held down by a hand. When she turned 

around, it was the captain, Arthas. At this moment, Tura could also see that although Arthas was 

controlling his impulsive self, he himself had a look that seemed as if his eyes were about to burst, his 

bloodshot eyes made Toula’s heart skip a beat! 

But it was also true. Everyone knew what kind of friendship that girl, Emin, had with Arthas… .. 

 

Unlike himself, Arthas and Emin had known each other since they were very young. It could be said that 

he had watched that girl grow up. She had been alive and kicking since she was young, but she had died 

so tragically in an instant, he must have felt worse than himself! 

“Step back… “Aars took a deep breath and said these two words with all his rationality! 



Tura fell silent and slowly stepped back… 

“Little Wei… you… “Carmen looked at him in disbelief. 

It was hard to believe that the little guy who usually liked to hide in the back of the team would become 

like this! 

Grandpa Lu ignored him and looked at the Silent Feng Doudou with a smile… 

“Aren’t you happy to see me alive, Doudou?” 

His voice and tone were exactly the same as Grandpa Lu’s, and the expression on his face when he 

smiled was exactly the same. However, the malice that Grandpa Lu would never have, pricked Feng 

Doudou’s eyes until they hurt! 

She didn’t really like this guy, Grandpa Lu. A guy who liked to hide in front of others but liked to show off 

in front of people weaker than him was very useless in her eyes. 

However, when she saw that Bai Cai used all her strength to save this guy, she couldn’t help but feel 

angry! 

“How is Bai Cai?”Feng Doudou asked coldly. 

“She’s fine… “grandpa smiled as he caressed Bai Cai’s body. He gently wiped away the tears on Bai Cai’s 

face. “This girl, is there a need to be so sad? Their relationship doesn’t look good… ” 

“How do you know that grandfather and cabbage don ‘t have a good relationship? “Feng Doudou asked 

coldly. 

The grandfather smiled. “How do you not know? Because I am grandfather…” 

“Aren’t you… “Feng Doudou shook his head. “You don’t even know grandfather Lu’s memories. As long 

as you have some basic information, you wouldn’t say such things…” 

Grandpa: ” 

“Am I Wrong?” Grandpa tilted his head. “That’s not right. From the emotional contact fragments, 

Phoenix and the Little Flower Spirit didn’t have much contact. They’ve only known each other for a few 

years, and the time they spent together didn’t exceed sixty hours. It should be a relatively familiar 

stranger…” ” 

“That’s why I said that you didn’t manage to grasp all the memories… “Feng Doudou waved the sword in 

his hand, the corners of his mouth curled up into a smile. “This lazy fellow, other than a few people, 

doesn’t have much contact with anyone else. She spends 24 hours a day, 20 hours sleeping, and the 

remaining 4 hours stuffing things into her mouth… “. ” 

Grandpa Lu: ” … ” 

“But even so, she is important to all of us. At the same time, all of us are important to her! “Feng 

Doudou said seriously. “In this vast universe, we are all each other’s light…” 



“Interesting… “Grandpa Lu stopped smiling. His scarlet eyes turned cold and gloomy. He said faintly, “So, 

what are you going to do for your light?” 

“Live on! “Feng Dou Dou eyes a flash, suddenly toward a direction pounce over! 

And what makes people surprised is that the direction of Feng Dou Pu, is not where Grandpa Lu, but 

next to Arthas, another Helan family child: Helan Nana there! 

At the same time, far away in the Northern Star Field, in the territory of the Royal Night Hades tribe, a 

thin figure rolled out of a luxurious private biological capsule. He fell to the ground and was gasping for 

air as if he was choking on water! 

From the configuration of the biological pods around him, it was obvious that this was a top-notch 

home. The cultivation pods were equipped with the latest model of the federation, and the 

surroundings were protected by extremely precise runes, even the nutrient fluid in the cultivation pod 

was top-notch life-nourishing liquid. If placed on the black market, a small bottle would be worth at 

least hundreds of millions of federation coins! 

Using this top-notch nutrient fluid as a protective fluid for the biological pod could be said to be 

extremely extravagant. An ordinary noble would never do such a thing! 

“The feeling of being reborn is really not that good… ” 

The thin girl, who was panting heavily, muttered to herself with great difficulty and weakness. There was 

a self-deprecating tone in her voice… 

If any D ball player were here, they would be able to recognize her. Her body shape, skin, and outline 

clearly showed that she was a Chinese! 

When the girl raised her head, she saw a familiar human face. It was Helan Ziyue, who had fought Feng 

Doudou earlier! 

After an unknown amount of time, a gentle voice slowly came from the darkness. 

“Child, how much longer are you going to lie on the ground? Such a coward isn’t like you… ” 

“Actually, I’ve always been like this…” Zi Yue struggled to get up. After taking a few deep breaths, she 

said weakly, “If I wasn’t as strict as you, elder ancestor, I would be a typical good-for-nothing waiting to 

die… ” 

“Child’s words… “the gentle voice laughed. “What’s so good about being a good-for-nothing?” 

“You can’t imagine how good being a good-for-nothing is… ” 

“Put on your clothes first, child…”. ” …”. “I’ve set up a special enchantment for you. You can go out and 

breathe fresh air. You Don’t have to worry about too much energy. Your fragile body can’t bear it. When 

you recover your vitality, I’ll give you the best night demon gene in our family! ” 

“Oh… as expected… “Zi Yue smiled. “Last time, the gene that you gave me wasn’t the best gene. That’s 

true. You’ve planned to let me die like this from the beginning. Naturally, you won’t let me waste the 

best gene… ” 



“Hahaha! “The ancestor said with a smile, “Look at your childish words. Are you blaming me?” 

“It’s alright… “Zi Yue said with a smile, “At least the ancestor didn’t really let me die just like that…” 

“In that case, the ancestor is still blaming me…” 

“It’s human nature… “Zi Yue said faintly, “After all, the ancestor still treats me as an outsider, right? 

From the beginning to the end, he didn’t tell me the plan and kept me in the dark…” 

“There’s nothing I can do… “night demon called Elder ancestor looked at Zi Yue’s body with great 

infatuation and praised, “A unique child like you, if I tell you everything, Pm afraid you’ll lose control…” 

Zi Yue sneered at him, “Elder ancestor really thinks highly of me…” 

(‘I don’t think highly of you, I don’t think highly of you! “Elder ancestor hurriedly waved his hand and 

smiled, “Don’t be modest, my child. In the future, you’ll slowly understand that you’re the unique 

existence in this universe… ” 

“One and only?” Purple Moon looked at him and revealed a smiling expression, 

“That might not be the case….” 

Chapter 1815: “Actually, there are quite a number of people like me…”. 

 

Her name was he Ian Zi Yue. If this name had been used in her previous world, it would definitely be 

ridiculed as a super stupid name, because usually, only television dramas would use this kind of name. 

In fact, her real name was Zhang Xiaoyan. It was a very vulgar but very common name, and its popularity 

was only second to Zhang Wei, Li Na, Wang Fang, and so on… 

Her life was also very ordinary. Her parents were ordinary dual-career workers, and her salary could only 

be considered average in the huge Shu kingdom. She worked hard for half of her life and barely 

managed to buy a house with three bedrooms and two halls in longquanyi district, as well as a home-

made great wall, it could barely be considered a well-off home. 

Her parents were ordinary, and she herself was not outstanding. From a young age, she was just a 

mediocre existence among her peers who were full of talents… 

Her grades were average, and she barely managed to get into high school and university. With the help 

of her parents, she found a job in a primary school that was close to her home and began her long 

journey of matchmaking… . 

 

Look, life was just like most ordinary people. There was nothing extraordinary about it. 

However, it was just an ordinary person who had accidentally transmigrated to a so-called high-level 

planet and had actually become a world-class genius! 

To be honest, sometimes he Ian Zi Yue felt that her life of more than a hundred years was just a dream… 

.. 



Sometimes she felt that when she opened her eyes one day, it would be her old mother nagging her 

about how picky she was on blind dates. If this didn’t work, then she wouldn’t want it. was she going to 

marry a celebrity or something? 

Even though she didn’t activate her deep memory, her parents’faces were a little blurry… 

Speaking of transmigration, she had to talk about her forty-ninth blind date that day. Before she left, her 

father had said to her in a mumbling manner, “The number of nine and nine is the extreme number, the 

number of seven and seven is the fixed number… ” This time, she would definitely meet her ideal 

husband. 

She rolled her eyes at that time when she heard a middle-aged man in IT mumbling about her 

superstitious father. 

She just didn’t expect her father’s foul mouth to be partially effective. That day… … It was really her 

destiny! 

She didn’t know how she transmigrated, but when she woke up, she was already in a branch house in 

the land of Night Lotus… … 

Her body and appearance had completely changed, and her skin had changed from the previous Macon 

color to the color of the night… 

After many days of ignorance, he finally learned about his experience from the cheap parents who had 

taken him in… … 

It was because their only daughter had brought the genes that the old couple had passed down for 

generations to serve under a certain lord. Unfortunately, she died tragically on the battlefield and was 

unfortunately dragged into the void turbulence, the original genes in her body could not be recovered 

immediately, and she, who had transmigrated, had picked up a bargain. 

At that time, he, who had been melted into a pile of rotten meat by the void rotten meat, swallowed the 

gene without the help of any surgery. Then, he became a standard night demon and was rescued by a 

passing ancestor… … 

Originally, he had planned to directly destroy himself, an outsider, and extract the gene. However, when 

he extracted and tested it, he found that the gene had actually fused perfectly with him. Thus, the 

ancestor instantly changed his mind. He chose to let that couple raise him first… … 

Thus, just like that, he became a member of night devil… 

Without any foreshadowing, he started a new life! 

In this new life, he was like the main character in those YY novels. He was clearly a loser in his own 

world, but in the other world, he was like a cheat, learning everything faster than the people around 

him. She ate more than the people around her, as if she had opened up the conception and governor 

vessels… . 

Because she was too dazzling, the cheap parents died in an unexpected mission outside, and she was 

adopted to the main family, becoming the true successor of the direct line of descent! 



Do you dare to believe it. It was so smooth that she thought she was the main character of the world, 

especially after understanding some of the common knowledge here, she felt even more incredulous… 

… 

Night Demon was one of the five great royal families in the universe, and the 

He Lan family was one of the top big families of the Night Demon family. Such a family, she was an 

unknown outsider, but she actually became the successor of the patriarch? 

The key was that she hadn’t really worked hard before. She just ate and drank normally, worked hard to 

study, and improved every day. Everything was just like that. What was the difference between this and 

principal Wang and the others who were born with everything? 

Although… it was pretty cool… 

Ziyue… ” 

Just as Ziyue was in a daze as she lamented about this illusory life, the elder ancestor’s faint voice came 

from the front. 

“This trip is also to give you a trial. After all… Your journey was too smooth previously, and your talent is 

indeed excellent. But you must know that an embryo that has not gone through trials and tribulations 

will never be able to become a peerless sword…” 

Sword? 

Zi Yue narrowed her eyes slightly. In her Chinese culture, the analogy of a sword was the analogy of a 

weapon. In the end, the other party was still using her as the best tool to nurture him… . 

That’s right, she wasn’t his biological child after all… 

Seeing Zi Yue remain silent, the old ancestor’s footsteps paused slightly. He turned around and smiled, 

“You ‘ve seen many amazing things on this trip, 

“Uh… “purple moon nodded: “Indeed unexpected, purple moon self-admitted inferior… ” 

The old ancestor smiled. “You don’t need to belittle yourself. Those undead are geniuses that the entire 

death realm created through countless years of research. They are the crystallization of the power of 

the entire death realm. It’s natural for them to be stronger than their peers. But even so, you definitely 

won’t lose to those guys, because… … You are a unique exception… … . 

“An exception?”Violetmoon narrowed her eyes as a hint of understanding flashed through her eyes… … 

So that’s how it was… 

The elder ancestor was in cahoots with the undead, but it was obvious that he didn’t have complete 

control over the situation. At the very least… … She didn’t know that she wasn’t unique. 

In fact, when she saw those silhouettes in the Hall of judgment, she was already certain that those 

fellows were her fellow countrymen… . . 

The reason why we don’t recognize each other is that we are not sure where the other came from… . . 



Well, if it happened to be someone from another time, like you, then it would be nice to know each 

other, you know, to get together, you know, to meet someone from another time, because, you know, 

in this big universe, they’re… Of the people closest to me… . . 

But the question is, where did they come from? 

Because she could clearly see that her fellow countrymen…            ! There was more than one! 

So many people suddenly gathered together, and it was obvious that they knew each other. She would 

only believe it if they said that they had traveled together! 

The probability was… … They were probably sent by some faction… … 

She actually knew very early on that she wasn’t unique. She was definitely not some so-called genius. If 

she was a genius, she wouldn’t even fail to pass 211… 

Therefore, she had been thinking for a long time that if someone smarter than her came here, would 

they be a genius among geniuses? 

And this trip to the Hemlock Forest had verified her guess… … 

She was not a genius. She was stronger than the people around her because of her so-called unsullied 

bloodline. and the people who had such a bloodline were actually. ..billions! ! ! 

Chapter 1816: all of you… … Where did you come from? 

 

“How did you find out?” 

In the crowd, the icy blue light was tightly grabbed by an extremely powerful mental energy, unable to 

advance a single inch! 

Everyone was shocked to see Feng Doudou draw his sword and Helan Nana, who was smiling as she 

faced Feng Doudou! 

At this moment… … Helan Nana’s voice and Grandpa Lu’s voice from before… 

It was exactly the same. Grandpa Lu, who had already been controlled, had already arrived behind Nana. 

He was like her magical pet, obediently standing behind her, using his terrifying mental power.., he was 

restraining Feng Doudou’s sharp sword light! 

 

“You overestimate me… “Feng Doudou said coldly. (‘I didn’t realize anything. If it wasn’t for your so-

called sister’s last move and reminder, we would have been played to death by you without even 

knowing what happened… ” 

“You’re quite honest… “Helan nana covered her mouth and laughed happily… … 

Hearing this laughter and Feng Doudou’s words, everyone’s expressions became extremely ugly! 



Especially Ba Lie, who had forced Helan Ziyue in the beginning. Right now, his entire body was red from 

frustration! 

Feng Doudou was also very upset. At this time, he finally understood that strength didn’t mean 

everything. A brilliant scheme could really defeat the strong! 

From the very beginning, they had fallen into this Helan Nana’s scheme! 

The other party wasn’t strong, at least… ” “. They hadn’t completely eaten up their strength, but they 

had created an atmosphere that could eat them up! 

The so-called nightmare could only exert its strength in the dream, at least for the time being. As a 

result, their situation wasn’t absolutely advantageous. As spiritual mediums, they relied on totems the 

most.., being unable to exert their power in reality was a fatal weakness. It looked like they were 

trapped, but once they were found, they were also extremely weak! 

Therefore, they chose to choose a strong individual to possess to increase their combat strength. 

In fact, from this point, one could see their own weakness. Otherwise, if they were so strong, why didn’t 

they kill all the individuals that entered the dream? How could there still be a situation where Wang 

Goudan was controlled? 

However, even if they controlled the individuals, logically speaking, since they had already gathered 

several players, it shouldn’t be a problem at all… … 

Feng Doudou was exhausted, but he knew that as long as he had Bai Cai’s great blessing spell and his 

grandfather’s help, it wasn’t impossible to capture Wang Goudan alive… … 

Even if one of the three of them was controlled, the other two could still be subdued… … 

But… They couldn’t calm down! 

“What a terrifying gaze… ” 

Helan Nana looked at him with a smile and clicked her tongue. “What a terrifying aura… to be honest, I 

was shocked at first that there were so many powerful guys like little cabbage, but fortunately, none of 

them are very smart… ” 

Feng Doudou: ” … ” 

“Did you teach Bai Cai how to save her grandfather?”Feng Doudou looked at her coldly. 

“Oh…”. Nana looked at him with amusement. “Looks like you’re not stupid.” but I have to say that that 

guy is really talented. This is an ancient secret technique. I only whispered it in her ear once, but she was 

able to use it completely. She really saved that stupid bird. What an enviable talent ” 

Behind him, Arthas and the others suddenly understood. No wonder… ” …”. He was also puzzled just 

now. Where did Bai Cai learn that kind of secret technique? He had never heard of it before. So it was 

the undead who taught her! 

“You seem to know Bai Cai very well… “Feng Doudou said coldly. “How did you know that she would 

definitely risk her life for Grandpa Lu! ” 



“Because she is such a person…”. ” . Nana smiled. “I’ve been pestering her for the past few months since 

I entered the school. It wasn’t a waste of time. 

Although this guy didn’t like me very much, he was still a soft-hearted person. After a long time, we 

became friends. Naturally, it was easy for others to understand her personality… ” 

Feng Doudou immediately nodded. As expected, this guy had long set his eyes on cabbage. Otherwise, 

he wouldn’t have been able to pull off such a trap… … 

In fact, she should have realized that the evil God’s Whisper couldn’t control Bai Cai for a short period of 

time. That period of time should have been their best opportunity! 

This was because they could confirm that the spirit medium was definitely nearby. As long as they found 

it, they could easily take care of it before the other party could control any of their combat power. 

Unfortunately, they had guessed the wrong target… . 

Thinking about it, it made sense. The other party dared to startle Bai Cai, so how could it be ziyue, that 

fellow who seemed to be full of doubts? 

However, too many people, including themselves, were frightened by Bai Cai’s astonishing strength and 

aura. They chose to attack he Lan Ziyue, giving the fellow in front of them precious time to prepare! 

If she had been able to see through all of this at the first moment, even if she could control Grandpa Lu, 

her side would still have the advantage. 

With the strong mental strength of he Ian Zi Yue and the strength of Bai Cai, originally… … The 

advantage was on their side… … 

But now, because Bai Cai had exhausted her mental strength after saving the Phoenix, she had fallen 

asleep. She had used up a lot of her physical strength, and he Ian Zi Yue had directly self-destructed her 

mental core and left the battlefield… … 

Feng Dou Dou understood that they had already lost. They, the group of players, had lost. Once he had 

exhausted his mental strength, he would also be controlled. If Bai Cai, himself, Wang Goudan, and 

Grandpa Lu were all under the control of the other party… The remaining Li Goudan, Yun Ji, and the 

others would definitely not be exempted… . 

They were all wiped out… it was right in front of their eyes! ! 

Feng Doudou’s entire body was trembling. Ever since he joined Galaxy and transformed, this was the 

first time he felt so aggrieved and powerless! 

Could it be that it was like this? 

She kept calculating in her mind that she could still play cards! 

She definitely couldn ‘t count on herself anymore. She was already exhausted, and there was no way she 

could be a match for Grandpa Lu who was currently in full condition. Although she often looked down 

on this phoenix, she was very clear that Grandpa Lu i s strength was actually not weak at all. He was just 

a coward… . 



The undead who knew the space spell couldn’t do it either. Grandpa wasn’t like Wang Goudan, he was a 

phoenix who was proficient in Arcana. The space spell couldn’t be activated right under his nose! 

Then who else could it be? 

Li Goudan? Cloud Herder? 

Feng Doudou bit his lips tightly… 

It wasn’t that she didn’t trust her teammates, those two guys were strong, but they weren’t strong 

enough to turn the tables in this situation. At this time, the ones who could turn the tables were 

definitely not people like Li Goudan and cloud herder. If rainy girl, WUGUA, or Alice were here… … 

Wait! ! 

“Look at that expression… “nana smiled as she looked at the other party. “Have you thought of a way to 

turn the tables?” 

“I’m not interested in guessing riddles… “nana smiled. “Perhaps you’re counting on your other 

teammates?” 

Feng Doudou: ” … ” 

This guy… can he read minds? 

“I have a question for you…” 

“Someone as calculative as you still have a question for me?”Feng Doudou said with a cold smile. 

“What I want to ask is… “nana narrowed her eyes and said with a smile, “Are you the same type of 

person as your friends and my sister?” 

“Your sister? “Feng Doudou pretended to be confused. “Why would you say 

“Because it’s very similar… “nana narrowed her eyes and sized him up. “Whether it’s the familiar outline 

or the incredible talent, they are very similar. It’s because they are too similar that I set my eyes on 

cabbage in school… ” 

“Is that so? “Feng Doudou replied coldly. He didn’t admit or deny it… Nana: “So… I really want to know… 

Where did you guys come from?” 

Feng Doudou: ” …. “ 

Chapter 1817: Perhaps there is… 

Where did this group of people come from? 

Helan Nana had wanted to ask this question for a long time… 

In her memory, the elder ancestor had long treated Zi Yue as the true successor of the clan and was 

grooming her. It was clear that he was determined to let an outsider inherit the clan while she… … As a 

true direct descendant, she could only become a spy… … 

Yes… A Spy… 



Everyone knew that she inherited the talent of a magical beast master and didn’t have the talent of the 

black priest. Thus, Zi Yue replaced her and became the successor… 

 

Was that the truth? 

Of course not… 

But she had to disguise herself as the old ancestor wanted, a genius magical beast master. Thus, she 

really had to master the secret technique of a magical beast master. In order to prevent others from 

suspecting her, she even became the most talented magical beast master in history… . 

However, no matter how talented a magical beast master was, they were only magical beast masters. 

The inheritance of the family would never be handed over to a magical beast master. However, the truth 

was that she clearly had the excellent bloodline of the black priestess, and it was not only her mother’s 

talent inheritance… … 

However, in order to make way for that outsider, all of her outstanding things had been frozen! 

Her noble direct bloodline and excellent dual bloodline talent did not prevent her from becoming a spy 

because… … He Lan Zi Yue:. .. ! That guy who was picked up from God knows where had the talent to 

make way for him! 

Ever since the ancestor had nurtured her, the most he had said was, “This kid is unique! “! 

However, it seemed that the ancestor had made a mistake. There were many treasures that were 

unique in his eyes… 

Moreover, they had all become his puppets! 

(‘I also have a question for you… “Feng Doudou avoided the question and asked back, “I remember… 

cabbage has a very sensitive ability to recognize evil intentions. Since you have evil intentions, even if 

you try to curry favor with her, she shouldn’t trust you… ” 

“Well… “nana smiled. “Of course, it’s because… When I approached her, I didn’t have any evil 

intentions… ” 

“Are you kidding me?”Feng Doudou sneered. “Do you really want to get close to her?” 

Ysera had once said that a pure flower spirit was the best at recognizing good and evil. It didn’t mean 

that it could recognize good and evil itself, but that it could recognize the good and evil of others. This 

was because the flower spirit itself was a divine medicine. In ancient times.., it had to know in advance if 

the beasts that approached it had good intentions that wanted to grow together or if they had evil 

intentions that wanted to devour it! 

After countless years of identification, the flower spirit had already fully developed the ability to sense 

people. Therefore, it could not approach the flower spirit with malicious intentions from the very 

beginning.. .. 



This was also the reason why Bai Cai treated everyone around her very well. It was because she knew 

that the people around her liked her from the bottom of their hearts. That was why they were together 

with her… … 

“At that time, I was indeed sincere… “Nana said with a smile. 

(‘I see… “Feng Doudou nodded. “Did you change your memory?” 

“Oh?” Nana looked at Feng Doudou in surprise. “You actually know about this!” 

Indeed, when Nana approached Bai Cai, she relied on changing her memory! 

It’s common knowledge that a malevolent spirit can not be approached by a high-born flower spirit, so 

either drop the malevolent thought or… <per_0> . Completely cover up, but how to cover up the 

sensitive consciousness of the flower spirit? Of course it is to deceive oneself first! 

So, his memory changes, seven true and three false will become a, to cabbage heart yearning people… . . 

(‘I see… <per_0> . “nana smiled. “Is it the experiment brother and sister? They were the only ones who 

could change their memories during this mission. You Didn’t fall for it. Did you rely on scheming to 

identify them? “As he spoke, he shook his head first. “You don’t have that kind of scheming. Those two 

guys have received professional training. Although they can’t be compared to a certain existence, they 

can be considered to be flawless. You can tell that it’s because of your bloodline, right?” 

Feng Doudou: “Bloodline?” 

“Don’t you know?”Nana smiled. “The memory-changing secret technique of the fairy race is useless 

against pure-blooded wood elves… ” 

Feng Doudou: ” … ” 

“I know from your expression… “nana smiled even more happily. “As expected, I wasn’t wrong. Be it you 

or Bai Cai, they are all true wood elves and not some so-called natives! ” 

Everyone:” ! ! 

After hearing these words, everyone looked at Feng Doudou in shock. The ones who were most shocked 

were the starry elves… 

Pure-blooded Wood Elves? 

How could there still be pure-blooded wood elves in this world? 

Is this guy crazy? What is she talking about? 

Almost subconsciously, the starry elves here all thought that the other party was talking crazy. 

However, only Arthas and Tura looked at each other in shock! 

“So… “amidst everyone’s shock, Nana looked at the other party with a smile. 

“Can you answer me? Where did you guys come from?” 

“You have nothing to do with rainy! “Feng Doudou sneered and suddenly retreated! 



Just as Feng Doudou retreated, everyone also retreated quickly. In an instant, 

the group disappeared in front of Helan Nana’s eyes! 

“Run?”Nana’s smile disappeared, and her brows furrowed slightly. She looked at the escaping group of 

people with some confusion… Oh, it couldn’t be said that it was the group of people, because in reality, 

she only had Feng Doudou in her eyes… … 

The others… Really didn’t pose much of a threat… . 

What was that Feng Doudou Thinking? 

He didn’t use his last bit of strength to fight for a wave of escape? Could he run away? 

An agile lifeform didn’t kill the mage when he was close, but chose to run away. Perhaps even the 

stupidest gnome thief wouldn’t do such a thing. Everyone knew that under the same level, assassins… … 

! In the hands of an arcanist, he couldn’t run away! 

(‘I don’t know… “Arthas also shook his head, but that guy called Feng Doudou was telling them to run… 

… 

He was just subconsciously running. He didn’t really know why he was running… . 

After all, this nightmare boundary clearly couldn’t just run out. If they didn ‘t get rid of the nightmare 

medium, they would sooner or later die inside. 

Although the other party had controlled the phoenix with terrifying spiritual power, it did not mean that 

they had no chance at all, because most of their devices had already been activated. They did not have 

no chance at all to fight to the death… … 

But if they ran away, once their physical strength was exhausted, they would really have no chance at 

all… 

“You don’t Know? I don’t know why you ran away?”Tura could not help but Roar! 

“She ran away. Do you think… without her as the vanguard, we would be qualified to fight with the 

device on our own?”Arthas replied coldly. 

“Uh… “Tura choked for a moment when he heard that. Clearly, he also understood how big the gap was 

between the strength of his group and those guys. Even if they activated the device, they had to have 

that Feng Doudou to hold them back. . 

“But… We can’t run away without a purpose…” 

“It’s not without a purpose… “Arthas said faintly. “I asked her telepathically the moment she ran away. I 

asked her if she ran away because she had a card to turn the tables! ” 

“What did she say?”Tura’s eyes immediately lit up when he heard that… . 

“She said… maybe there is…” 

Tura: ” …. “ 



Chapter 1818: Chance Encounter! 

 

At this moment, the fifth team led by Foyego was rapidly passing through the dark curtain that had 

covered almost the entire city center. However, as if they had sensed something, they instantly stopped! 

Seeing this, the team members instantly stopped and became alert. The wearer directly locked the 

device with his spiritual power, ready to activate it at any time! 

frowned and asked, “What’s Wrong?” 

“There’s news coming… “Foyego’s eyes flashed with a green light. “One of the spies has been exposed!” 

soon as he said this, everyone’s eyes lit up! 

They were afraid that they wouldn’t be able to find the spies here and would be trapped inside. If they 

found the spies, they could at least force them to let them out. 

 

After all, any spirit medium should be able to let them out of this enchantment! 

“Which one is it?”The tall black-armored warrior in the team asked. 

“Helan Nana from the Starry Sky Academy! “Foyego narrowed his eyes and said. 

“Ah? “Everyone was stunned. They really didn’t expect this result! 

The most likely one was Helan Ziyue from the Helan family. After all, there were too many suspicious 

points about that guy. 

The identity of the black priest, the totem of the nightmare, and some inexplicable birth identity. If it 

wasn’t too obvious, people would have suspected that he was one of them. 

However, no one expected that one of the real spiritual mediums was Helan Nana? 

“Smart! “Foyego narrowed his eyes and said, “Using Helan Ziyue as a perfect distraction to conceal her 

identity and attract the other two spiritual mediums to attack, the trap is quite perfect…” 

“But captain… “lingji frowned and said, “Helan Nana is an authentic descendant, right? How can she be 

planted… “at this point, she paused, then, as if she had figured something out, her face was full of 

astonishment. “Could it be… the Helan family…” 

“There’s no need to speculate about the higher-ups… “Foyego also narrowed his eyes and said, “It’s not 

something we can participate in…” 

“Captain is right… “Lingji quickly nodded. 

“Then, captain, who’s The Messenger? “The bald undead asked curiously. 

“Long-range spiritual transmission… “foyego narrowed his eyes with a hint of caution. “It’s probably one 

of the other mediums who can lock onto our position and send messages from a distance! ” 



“Other mediums? “Everyone was shocked. Lingji quickly asked, “Since it’s a long-range spiritual 

transmission, captain, have you locked onto the Source?” 

“No…” 

Lingji. ” … ” 

This answer made everyone’s face, including Lingji’s, Sink! 

The captain was a broken knight, and the growth of his spiritual power was almost on the same level as 

the growth of his martial strength. In other words, Captain Foyego was also a captain-level powerhouse 

in terms of spiritual power. 

However, since the other party had taken the initiative to transmit his spiritual power and couldn’t track 

him, it could only mean that the other party… ” Possessed a spiritual energy that was much stronger 

than the captain’s, and could instantly cut off the captain’s tracking! 

“It’s… That Strong?”The bald undead’s face tensed up, the fifth King’s team was more of a mage-type. 

His vice-captain was also a mage-type, but in terms of spiritual energy strength, he was still a level below 

the captain. In other words, one of the three great mediums actually surpassed the captain in terms of 

spiritual energy? 

One had to know… Those three… … ! . . . were only substitutes! ! ! 

“That Guy knows our position and took the initiative to expose Helana’s identity to us. What does he 

want?” Someone in the team sneered. 

“Of course he wants to fish in troubled waters. What else can he want? “Lingji also sneered. 

“Captain, are you going?”The bald undead turned his head and asked. 

Foyego rubbed his chin and hesitated for at least fifteen minutes, then, he slowly said, “According to the 

intelligence, Helan Nana shouldn’t have been exposed. With Helan Violetmoon as the target and her 

identity as a direct descendant, she shouldn’t have been the first to be exposed…”. ” 

“Maybe she’s stupid? “Lingji laughed. 

Foyego shook his head. “If she was chosen by the Spider Queen, at least her calculations wouldn’t be 

too bad… ” 

Lingji was stunned, but she didn’t refute in the end. No one would refute this point. Everyone knew that 

the seventh king, Rose, paid great attention to the calculation of the team members, which was 

recognized by the purgatory world… ” 

“Then what’s the reason?”The black-armored warrior in the team couldn’t help but ask. 

Foyego took a deep breath and said, “Most likely… she has a huge advantage. For this advantage, she 

has to expose herself! ” 

“Advantage?”Lingji’s pupils constricted! 



“It seems that you’ve thought of it… “Foyego said with a serious face, “Most likely, it’s those team 

leaders. Perhaps some of them have been controlled by 

Helana, and there might be more than one! ” 

“This… “everybody listens to a facial expression aghast. 

Foergo went on: “If not absolute advantage, with her identity advantage, probably will not be the first to 

be exposed. ” 

“Then captain… : Shall We Go?” Said Reiki, drawing in a breath. 

(‘I don’t really recommend… <per_0> . Foergo shook his head. “If we can expose Helana’s coordinates 

and identity, it’s highly likely that the psychic who sent the message is also nearby. This means that we 

might face two psychics the moment we go there, and one of them even controls more than one 

captain-level psychic. Unless it’s absolutely necessary, I don’t recommend touching that side… ” …” 

Hearing this, everyone nodded. It did sound a bit scary. A spirit medium who was hiding in the dark, 

whose spiritual power was higher than the team leader’s, and a spirit medium who might have 

controlled many team leader-level characters, weren’t they all crazy, they probably didn’t want to face 

this situation head-on. 

Ling ji frowned and said, “But if we look for the third one, the target will be even smaller, and it will be 

very difficult to find. Moreover, the third one might also be there…” 

While they were talking, a fierce dragon’s roar suddenly sounded in the distance, and everyone’s faces 

changed! 

“Is it that guy?”Lingji’s face instantly turned pale… … 

Hearing this, everyone nodded. Lingji leaned toward Foyego with a guilty conscience. The black dragon 

had been too strong, so the pressure was a bit too great… . 

In just a few breaths, Foyego brought everyone to the place where the dragon’s roar came from! 

“Captain, that seems to be… a member of the six kings! “Lingji used her super strong spiritual power to 

see the scene in the dark curtain in the distance! 

“Not only the six kings… “the bald undead said, “There’s also a member of Tyrifson’s team. That black 

dragon is attacking our teammates. It seems to be under control! ” 

“Captain, what should we do?” 

Foyego narrowed his eyes and looked at the situation. He immediately said, 

“They can’t hold on for long.. Xiu, activate the broken device and support them immediately! “ 

Chapter 1819: Joint Forces (Part 1) 

 

Foyego only had a slight understanding of the situation before he chose to immediately support the 

remaining members of the six kings team who had been attacked… … 



First of all, he naturally knew that the little black dragon controlled by the nightmare was far more 

troublesome than the one he had encountered before, but he still chose to act without hesitation! 

This was not an impulsive action, but the result of many considerations! 

To get out of this barrier, he had to catch one of the spiritual mediums. Although the hidden spiritual 

mediums here controlled the black dragon and were very troublesome, compared to Helana, it was 

likely to be more troublesome! 

Second: this black dragon’s aptitude was what Foyego wanted the most. Whether it was Feng Doudou 

who had killed his team member or the little cabbage in the intelligence report, Foyego’s deepest desire 

was still this black dragon who had personally fought him, he was very clear about the other party’s 

potential. Once he was pulled into his team, it would have an extremely high nurturing value. So, since 

he had to go all out, he might as well go all out with what he wanted the most! 

 

Buzz! ! 

Following the sound of an energy explosion, a powerful evil energy rapidly spread out from the spirit 

princess device, forming a spiderweb-like energy barrier, completely enveloping the fifth king’s team! 

Under the cover of the evil energy, everyone’s battle equipment changed, emitting a faint green light. 

Whether it was their chain armor, leather armor, or Mage’s cloth clothes, they all seemed to come alive, 

countless green tentacles grew out to connect their body’s meridians, continuously replenishing the 

external evil energy into their bodies! 

And under the enhancement of the evil energy, everyone’s meridians had obvious physiological 

changes! 

The muscles of the warrior-type members expanded rapidly, and their muscles and bones became 

thicker and stronger under the help of the evil energy. Their entire body expanded by more than one-

fold! 

As for the agility-type members, their meridians had expanded by several times. All the energy could be 

seen gathering in the heart with the naked eye, forming a crystal-like transparent solid that enveloped 

the entire heart, the powerful energy allowed one to directly see the crystal-like crystal in their hearts 

through their skin and flesh! 

Meanwhile, the spirit-type players ‘spiritual cores were instantly infected with a green color, rapidly 

expanding and expanding. The light they emitted almost caused their entire heads to emit a green 

light… . 

In an instant, Wang Goudan, who was crazily attacking Tirefarson’s team’s barrier, stopped in his tracks. 

His pair of bloodshot eyes looked towards Foyego and the others! 

The astonishing aura and pressure that separated them by a few hundred meters instantly caused 

Foyego and the others to feel as if they had entered a gravitational space! 

Roar! 



In the next instant, a Roaring Dragon’s roar sounded. Goudan, whose entire body was burning with 

flames, charged towards Foyego and the others like a cannonball! 

“Big Lun!”Foyego hurriedly roared! 

“Heh!”The black-armored undead in the team from before laughed excitedly. With a gust of wind, he 

charged towards Wang Goudan with a monstrous aura! 

With a loud bang, Wang Goudan’s crazy eyes froze for a moment. Apparently, he was a little surprised 

that the other party could block her! 

“Good guy! ! “The black-armored warrior who was called Big Lun grinned and said, “I feel like my bones 

are almost broken. It’s only a level-12 life form. With this strength, Pm afraid it’s at the level of a dragon, 

right? It’s really abnormal!” 

Wang Goudan: ? 

Big Lun shouted, and the veins on his thick arms bulged. Evil energy poured into his body from the 

enchanted black armor. Instantly, his muscles and bones became thicker, and the Qi and blood that 

burst out instantly overpowered Wang Goudan! He lifted her up forcefully! This scene shocked the 

people below who had barely reacted! 

“What the hell! That Fellow… who is it?” 

Yao Feng panted heavily as he looked up, his face filled with shock… . 

The group of people who were hurrying along the road suddenly encountered Wang Goudan, who was 

being controlled. They had almost been completely wiped out. Fortunately, they had prepared the black 

blood device beforehand, allowing them to barely hold on until now. However, even with the black 

blood device’s boost.., there was no one in the group who could fight that monster one-on-one, 

especially when it came to strength suppression! 

One had to know that the black blood device was a newly developed battlefield device of the Tyree 

Fassen Academy. Its superior performance and powerful augmentation abilities were well-known in the 

federation. Although it had yet to enter the battlefield.., its valuation had already surpassed that of 

many top-tier frontline battle formation devices. 

This representative team of theirs naturally used all sorts of refined and refined complete products. It 

had played a huge role in the interstellar fellowship several times, and its evaluation was even higher 

than that of the old molten device of the Divine Arcana Academy! 

However, even so, their group was almost crushed by the black blood equipment. If it weren’t for the 

array formation set up by the props team, they would have been eaten alive by Xiao Jia! 

“It’s the fifth King Team! “On the other side, the members of the sixth king team instantly recognized 

the opponent. The one who used his strength to suppress the black dragon was obviously the first 

warrior of the fifth King team, da Lun! 

“Attack!” 



Big Lun raised Wang Goudan and threw him to the ground. The powerful throwing power directly 

distorted the space around him. This huge force.., it made Goudan fall down at an exaggerated speed. 

The friction between the scales and the air around him made the black scales on his body turn red! 

“Conjuring! “Lingji shouted, she opened her hands, and a huge black rune array was quickly formed. A 

terrifying amount of evil energy was continuously injected into the array. A few arcanists of the spirit 

department beside her also activated the runes without hesitation, several spell arrays were formed in 

the air in an instant, and they merged together smoothly. Layers of runes overlapped each other, 

forming a huge rune array in the sky! 

“Dragon extermination spell? ?” 

Yao Feng and the others immediately recognized the level of the array and sucked in a breath of cold air! 

The so-called dragon extermination spell was a general term for a spell array that surpassed level 10. It 

was a powerful offensive spell that could only be performed by a dragon-level great mage. Because its 

destructive power could kill a true dragon, a spell array above level 10.., low-level mages were known as 

the dragon extermination spell! 

But everyone knew that the higher the level of the spell formation, the harder it was to complete. A 

large spell formation that was completed by many people required an extremely professional team of 

warlocks. The undead in the sky were obviously operating at a higher level than them, and it was the 

most difficult to operate a multi-player spell formation. But judging from the extremely smooth 

formation of runes in the sky, the completion rate was extraordinarily high! 

Yao Feng and the others had to admit that whether it was the individual or the team’s completion rate, 

this team of undead that suddenly appeared was far above them, Tiriverson! 

Roar! 

Goudan clearly felt the threat of the huge rune array in the sky. With a fierce roar, the tendons and 

bones in his body reversed, and under the strong inertia, he actually showed signs of breaking free! 

(‘F * ck!”Da Lun, who had just won the battle in the sky, couldn’t help but widen his eyes. At this 

moment, it could be seen that the muscles all over his body were visibly shrinking, as if he was gasping 

for air. obviously… . . ! The terrifying power of the jolt just now had made him pay a huge price! 

“Go! “Foyego ordered coldly.. The rest of the team members ‘bodies flashed with green light as they 

followed Foyego and rushed towards Wang Goudan, who was about to break free! 

Chapter 1820: Teamwork -Partpart 2) 

 

The teamwork of a team was usually best seen in a team battle. It was easy to fight individually, but 

when a team needed to work together to deal with an existence stronger than a single entity, it was a 

test of teamwork… . 

However, it was clear that the teamwork of this undead team was first-rate! 



Just as Wang Goudan was trying his best to twist his body to break away from the inertia, three agility-

type experts, including Foyego, charged towards Wang Goudan one after the other! 

The first to arrive was a masked assassin lady. The weapons in her hands were a pair of fangs-like dual 

blades that looked as sharp as a butcher’s knife, she darted to Goudan’s legs and the two blades were 

like meat grinders as they frantically harvested the scales on Goudan’s body. Bursts of sparks lit up, and 

the hard scales were like the hardest armor. They did not move at all, but the lady was not in a hurry at 

all.., she kept changing her body shape, and the two knives in her hands kept slashing at the hard scales 

from various angles. Her strength was getting stronger and stronger each time! 

As the strength increased, the energy crystal in the core became brighter and brighter. The huge amount 

of evil energy was continuously supplied to the four limbs. With the meridians that had already been 

expanded, the energy supply was far greater than her own qi and blood, it was at least two to three 

times stronger. As the strength increased, the intensity of the energy supply also increased. One could 

even see the continuous wriggling of the meridians with the naked eye. 

 

With the enhancement of the evil energy, the woman’s strength had also reached a very exaggerated 

level. The key was that her superb control level did not change at all. With one slash after another, she 

accurately slashed at the weak spots, goudan’s scales were forcefully shaved off! 

As the scales were shaved off, the second black-clothed man also attacked instantly. The weapon he 

held was obviously a dagger with blood grooves. A sharp blade light flashed, and the sharp blood-

grooved dagger instantly cut through the flesh and blood, leaving a large number of bloody wounds! 

Roar! ! 

Wang Goudan roared angrily, and his tail directly swung towards the two of them! 

The two of them dodged agilely while Foyego went up to meet the difficulty. The longsword in his hand 

cut off Goudan’s hamstring at an extremely tricky angle! 

The three of them worked together and divided their tasks smoothly. There was not a single flaw in the 

way they approached each other. The most important thing was that the strength they were carrying 

was evenly distributed. They did not suffer the side effects like the black-armored warrior from the 

beginning because he used too much energy… … 

Goudan’s scarlet eyes bulged, and her ferocious aura seemed to want to swallow the three of them 

alive. However, under the strong inertia, she was unable to escape. Moreover, because the tendons of 

her feet were cut off, her legs were weak, and her strength was obviously weakened, she was even 

more powerless to break free! 

Moreover, the key point was that these guys were not going to let her off. They were using the same 

method to try to remove her wings! 

A hint of ferocity flashed in Goudan’s eyes. Obviously, she knew that once the meridians of her wings 

were damaged and she could not use her strength, she would have no chance to break free! 



In the next second, a shocking aura soared into the sky. In an instant, everyone saw a huge shadow wing 

appear in the sky above the night sky! 

The shocking aura was like a pressure that could collapse the sky. Almost in an instant, all the undead in 

the sky were forcefully pressed down from the sky. With a bang, they fell to the ground. They knelt on 

the ground as if they were welcoming a noble, unable to move at all! 

More than half of the dragon-killing technique in the air was shattered instantly! 

“Damn, what is this? ?” 

The people from the high school, who were far weaker than the fifth King’s team, fell to the ground 

under the pressure. It was as if they were pressed to the ground by a huge force. Their faces were 

almost deformed as they stuck to the ground. They felt extremely aggrieved! 

However, the cells in their bodies seemed to have encountered some kind of great terror and 

completely stopped moving. The blood in their bodies seemed to have stopped flowing for a second. 

They were extremely weak and could not muster any strength! 

“It’s that move again! “Lingji kneeled on the ground with a sullen face. However, compared to before, 

she didn’t have that kind of fear! 

“Hold On! “Foyego, who had suffered a loss once, obviously knew the opponent very well. She can’t use 

this secret skill skillfully. Don’t worry about being attacked. Just hold on and don’t pass out! ” 

Really? 

The members of the Five Kings team were half-convinced and half-doubtful. Although this was said by 

their captain, the pressure was simply too exaggerated. They were completely unable to move, and it 

seemed that as long as someone came and lightly stabbed them, none of them would be able to resist! 

However, Foyego did not have any doubts in this aspect. She appeared very calm… … 

The other party’s secret skill was clearly not something that she could use at her life level. The reason 

why she could use it was because of her almost abnormal talent. However, under this kind of effort, the 

burden on her body was extremely great! 

This black dragon had been injured before. Even if nightmare used some sort of healing method to 

recover, it would definitely not be an official healing method. It was most likely an evil energy recovery 

method. Although this kind of recovery method was very efficient.., however, it would damage the 

body’s origin. If the opponent wanted to continue using this body, it definitely could not be overly 

exhausted! 

Moreover, this secret skill directly used high-level dragon’s might to crush everyone. This kind of thing 

could not differentiate between friend and foe. Since they could be suppressed to the point that they 

could not move, it was naturally the same for the hidden medium.., it was simply impossible for the 

dragon’s might to come down and attack them! 

Sure enough, after a few seconds, following the Black Dragon’s roar, the pressure actually disappeared 

in an instant. When everyone looked up, the black dragon had already turned into a small black dot and 

disappeared in front of everyone’s eyes! 



“Captain! “The assassin who had cut open the dog-egg scales on the side hurriedly said, “Are we going 

to chase after him?” 

“We can’t…”Foyego shook his head. “His speed is too fast. We won’t be able to catch up in a short 

period of time. We can’t afford to waste our time with the device on… ” 

Hearing this, everyone heaved a sigh of relief. The broken device was extremely taxing on their bodies. 

Forcefully exhausting it would even damage their souls. They didn’t want to fight to the death with that 

inexplicable guy… 

“Reiki, remove the device… “Foyego took a deep breath and said, “But keep it activated at all times. 

Don’t be afraid of the energy consumption. That guy might appear at any time… ” 

“Understood… “lingji nodded, she gently pressed her hand on the device at her waist. With a roar, the 

green broken runes in the sky began to dim. Everyone felt the evil energy in their bodies slowly 

disappear, the mutated body also began to return to normal after the evil energy dissipated! 

However, there were also some who didn’t return to normal, such as the black-armored warrior who 

was fighting with Wang Goudan at the beginning! 

After the demonic energy disappeared, his body shrunk even faster. A few seconds later, his entire body 

seemed to have deflated, like a dry, desiccated corpse. The skin on his entire body began to SAG, from a 

tall and mighty warrior, he had become like a frail old man! 

“Big Lun, hang in there… “Foyego quickly took out a bottle of high-grade energy fluid and handed it over. 

“When we go back, I will apply for a new set of biological armor for You! ” 

“Hehe! “Big Lun’s expression relaxed and he chuckled. 

The quota for bio-armor was scarce, and non-regular members were not allowed to have it. He had not 

had enough of this feeling of being reborn, so he naturally did not want to be given up because of this… 

… 

“That’s really a monster… “Big Lun took the energy fluid and drank it while panting. “I didn’t think it 

would consume so much! ” 

“Don’t be discouraged… “Ling Ji smiled and comforted him. “The captain suffered losses at her hands… ” 

“Oh? “Big Lun looked at foyego, and Foyego coughed and looked at Tirifson 

ana tne others… … 

“Let’s get down to business…. we need to find the medium who controlled that black dragon before she 

recovers!” 

 


